The 3rd CAD/CAM & Computerized Dentistry International Conference, 2008 proved for the third time that this is an assembly for excellent network. Place where dental professionals - dentists, dental technicians, dental assistants and dental industry can work together, exchange knowledge and ideas and update with the newest technology in dentistry.

The conference now is the largest annual international event focusing entirely on Computerized Dentistry. Each year CAD/CAM & Computerized Dentistry International Conference gets bigger, and includes participation from more countries. This year the conference attracted more than 450 participants and visitors from 21 countries, 250 % of whom were conference first-timers.

Dr. Ali Bin Shakar, Director General of Ministry of Health and Dr. Ali Al Numairy, the Head of Emirates Medical Association, greeted the delegates and saluted for their desire for new knowledge in the era of computerized technology. Dr. Aisha Sultan Al Suwaidi, head of Dental Society in Emirates Medical Association and the President of the conference, welcomed the colleagues and motivated to keep their knowledge continuously updated and improve their skills to insure that they are providing the best care for their patient.

Dr. Maimona A. Qazi, Dubai
The 3rd Cad/Cam & Computerized Dentistry International Conference (October 2008, Dubai, UAE)

What they say:
- “This whole success goes back to the excellent organizer. I will be more than happy to join next year.” Nobel Biocare, Imad Kalfy
- “Many thanks also to your ambitioned team for all the administration support received from your side and for making this congress to a regularly success full institution in Middle East.” VITA, Eduard Rock-Krammer
- “…it was one of the best meetings I attended.” Smile magazine
- The conference was indeed continuously improving from the first CAD/CAM Conference.
- The event was very well organized and practically worth attending.
- The workshop was very well executed. It gave us more knowledge to do better quality crowns and bridges.
- Speakers were good in communicating with the participants especially with the help of the pictures and other visual aids they presented.
- The event was a high level scientific program with excellent execution.
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